LET'S POP! in

100% Cotton Linen
International TV Cable
Free Wi-Fi
In-room Safe Deposit Box
Meeting Room
30 km from International Airport

STRATEGIC
- Walking distance to Jakarta
- 1 km from JORR Toll Road
- 35 km from Soekarno Hatta International Airport

PO! Hotel BSD City Jakarta
Sunburst CBD Lot. 11A BSD City Serpong
Tangerang 15321 - Indonesia
T. 031 - 3550111
E. info-pop-bsdcity@tauzia.com

pophotels.com

TAUZIA HOTELS
Feel Free!
A budget hotel for smart & eco-friendly travellers

Must see in BSD City

Purung Raharjo is an archaeological site located approximately 50 km from the provincial capital, Bandar Lampung. The site boasts substantial megalithic and prehistoric remains dating from the 12th to 16th century AD. Purung Raharjo was occupied from the 12th to 16th century. Based on research, the area was strongly under the influence of the Pajangbaeg-based Sriwijaya Empire. Finds of beads and Chinese porcelain indicate that the people of the area were also linked to international trade networks which visited the nearby Sunda Strait.

Hot water Tirta Sanita, Ciseeng is one of the unique tourist attractions, where a limestone hill located in the middle of the hot water out pesawahan with a high sulfur content. When viewed from a distance, chalk hill will look like a snowy hill as the reflection of the white chalk dispersed by the flow of hot water that comes out in it.

JPG (Gas Pipeline) Mountain Bike Park, is one of the bikes spot in the BSD City, Serpong, every holiday the place is always filled with bikers. They have a good track from beginner until an expert bikers.

One water tourism in Tangerang is Ocean Water Park, located in BSD City, located near City Terrace. The place is easily accessible, spacious parking, public transportation is easy, making the visitors had no trouble coming here.

Meeting Facilities
1. LCD Projector
2. Screen 150 x 200cm
3. Meeting kit (note pad, pencils)
4. Candy
5. Flip Chart
6. Mineral Water
7. Free WiFi
8. Standard Sound System